
                     

 

 

 

 

 

                              

 

                        English 

This half term we are studying the texts, 
Varmints by by Helen Ward & Marc Craste and 
Black Dog by Levi Pinfold. Through these texts, 
we will be learning how to effectively write for a 

range of audience and purpose. 

 

 

                               PSHE 

Relationships  children will explore jealousy, love and loss. They will 

think about getting on and falling out with others including girlfriends 

and boyfriends. They will learn how to show appreciation to people and 

animals. 

                        Maths  

Children will construct picture graphs from a set of 

data; to present data with pictures that represent more 

than one item. They will construct bar graphs from a 

set of data; to use proportion to reflect precise 

difference in quantity. They will then count in tenths; to 

recognise tenths and be able to determine how many 

tenths are shaded and make number pairs to create 1; 

to combine fractions to make 1. Science    
Plants - children will learn which conditions could be 

changed to investigate the growth of a plant and 

change the conditions it is in. They will also 

explore the main parts and functions of a 

cycle. 

  

History  

Ancient Greece  children will learn about 

the Greeks and what they believed in. They 

will explore Alexander the Great and how 

the Greeks influenced our lives today. They 

will also explore how equal society was in 

Ancient Greece. 

 

R.E 

Special Places/ Journeys  children will explore 

their special place and what makes a place 

special. They will learn that everyone has a 

special place and that each World Religion has 

special places.  

Music 
Musical tuition  children continue their journey, with Mrs Walton, 

learning to play a musical instrument. 

Year 3 Curriculum Map 
Summer 1 

                      French 

The Seasons  children will learn words and 

phrases linked to seasons in French. 

                                    P.E 

African Dance -  

Mighty Movers  children will learn footwork movement patterns 

showing co-ordination and demonstrate correct technique for running. 

Reading 

Applying all reading skills to a variety of 

contexts, including fiction, non-fiction, poetry and 

media. 

 

Art and Design 

Frida Kahlo  children will study Kahlo s style before 

experimenting with her unique style. They will then 

design, create and evaluate their own inspired piece. 

 

Computing 

Branching Databases  children will learn to sort objects using 

YES/NO questions. They will complete a branching database 

using 2question. 
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